Springwood Central Parking and Driving in School Grounds Policy

Parents and visitors to the school have access to a public carpark located next to the school off Dennis Road. This public car park is in front of the junior playground.

Parking by parents in the grounds is **not permitted** unless authority has been obtained from the Principal.

Parents are NOT permitted to drive into the grounds to drop off children in the morning or collect them in the afternoon. This practice is a serious risk to the safety of children at the school.

Parents may find Murrajong Street a quiet access to the school. The parking in the grounds off Murrajong Street is a ‘**STAFF ONLY**’ Car Park. Parent parking is on the street.

The only exception to this policy is parents who access Outside School Hours Care. Parents are able to drive from Murrajong Street to the front of the Outside School Hours Care building before 7:45 in the morning and after 3:15. The speed limit is 5km per hour.